ABSTRACT The resource allocation for bag-of-tasks in the heterogeneous distributed system is to distribute the tasks to proper processors such that the makespan is minimized. It is a well-known NP-hard problem, and is even more complex and challenging when the processors have off-line time. To tackle this challenging problem, first, we set up a mathematical model for this problem which minimizes the makespan of the bag-oftasks with the off-line time segment of the processors. Second, to solve the model efficiently, we propose two new algorithms: a new scheduling algorithm referred to as sorting-allocation-pulling scheduling algorithm which first allocate the tasks to available time segment on proper processors and then pulls them to the formerly available time segment for the sake of minimizing the makespan, and an effective genetic algorithm with a novel local search operator and a well-designed modify operator. Finally, the numerical simulation experiments are conducted, and the two proposed algorithms are compared. The experimental results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed model and algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous distributed system has emerged as a commonly system for handling large scale scientific and commercial problems in various fields, such as image processing, signal processing, pattern matching in text, and so on [2] , [9] , [12] - [14] . For the sake of improving the performance of the system, many task scheduling algorithms for heterogeneous or homogeneous distributed system have been proposed in the past decades, e.g., [30] , [33] , [41] , [44] . In order to obtain high performance and fast scheduling, Wang et al. [41] proposed a multi-objective bi-level programming model for energy and locality aware multi-job scheduling in heterogeneous system. Sajid et al. developed two scheduling algorithms to schedule a BoT (bag-of-tasks, BoT) on heterogeneous system so as to minimize the makespan and the energy consumption [33] . A representative algorithm is
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Aniruddha Datta. proposed to ensure timing correctness and minimize energy consumption on processors with variable speeds [25] . A reliability cost, which is defined as the product of failure rate of processors and task processing time, is incorporated into scheduling algorithm for the tasks with precedence constraints on heterogeneous system [37] . Lee and Zomaya [23] classified the tasks into computation-intensive and dataintensive BoT and presented two task scheduling algorithms in Grid computing system respectively. Anglano et al. [3] proposed a scheduling algorithm with fault-aware strategy for BoT scheduling on desktop Grids. Legrand and Touati [24] analyzed the behavior of multiple noncooperative controllers for handling BoT scheduling problem. Anglano et al. [4] evaluated the performance of five knowledge-free task scheduling algorithms for scheduling multiple BoT in a desktop Grids computing system. In addition, the performance of several BoT scheduling solutions in large-scale distributed systems also has been studied [18] . For BoT, there are some other studies that aim to maximize throughput by establishing linear programming or nonlinear programming [5] , [6] , and the works were focused on steady-state optimization problems and concentrated on numerous tasks including independent and similar tasks. Legrand et al. [5] researched a centralized and decentralized scheduling algorithm for task scheduling in heterogeneous system. To schedule concurrent BoT, Benoit et al. [6] developed the online and off-line scheduling algorithms. Celaya and Arronategui [7] designed a decentralized scheduling algorithm to minimize the maximum stretch among user-submitted tasks. Yang et al. [45] took the constraints of time, cost, and security into consideration, and designed a scheduling algorithm for data-intensive tasks. Oxley et al. [29] investigated both two problems: optimizing the makespan of the tasks under the constraints of energy, or minimizing energy consumption subject to makespan. However, it only studied the static resource allocation problem to optimize makespan and energy robustness for bag-of-tasks (BoT) on a heterogeneous computing system. Zhang et al. [47] established a multi-objective optimization model which minimizes makespan and resource cost.
To solve the optimization model, a scheduling algorithm based on the ordinal optimization method is designed. However, the scheduling algorithm is inefficient when the task number or processing node number is large. For task scheduling models and algorithms, in order to make the problem simple, a fundamental assumption is that all processors which take participate in processing tasks are always available for processing tasks [10] . However, it might be unreasonable. For example, processor maintenance and breakdowns are often required or other constraints exits, which may result in the processers off-line for some time. In literature [16] , the processor availability is defined as the ratio of the total available time to the total time during a given interval. In the existing works, Some researchers have investigated task scheduling algorithms with processor availability constraints [12] , [19] , [31] , [32] , [34] . Adiri et al. [1] . investigated the scheduling problem with availability constraints in a single machine system. For minimizing maximum lateness of the n jobs, Sheen et al. [36] studied the problem on homogeneous machines under machine availability and eligibility constraints. Kacem et al. [20] proposed a branchand-bound method to solve the single-machine scheduling problem with machine availability constraints, and this work is extended to two-machine permutation flowshop scheduling problem with an availability constraint [42] . However, the basic assumption of this work is that the availability constraint is imposed only on the first machine. VahediNouri et al. [40] investigated the non-permutation flow-shop scheduling problem with the learning effects and machine availability constraints. To increase the availability and minimize the makespan of tasks, Zhao et al. [38] established an availability-aware scheduling model in heterogeneous systems and designed an optimization algorithm. As an extension work, Zhao et al. [39] developed a Hybrid Heuristic-Ant Colony Optimization (H2ACO) for multiclass tasks on heterogeneous distributed systems with availability constraint.
H2ACO can make a good trade-off between availability and makespans of the tasks. Yuan et al. [46] proposed a quantumbehaved particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the availability-aware task Scheduling on heterogeneous systems. In heterogeneous wireless networks, Zhou et al. [49] designed a novel distributed availability-aware adaptive rateallocation scheduling algorithm for multimedia tasks.
In this paper, we investigate an off-line time aware scheduling problem of bag-of-tasks (BoT) on heterogeneous distributed system. Different from the previous works, we does not define the availability as value. Since shutdown or maintenance often exits, there is off-line time in which processors cannot process the tasks, and the off-line time is known in advance. So, the time of a processor can be divided into offline time segment and available time segment. The tasks can only be allocated to the available time segment and cannot be divided into several parts. In addition, the requirement for a task similar to that in literature [17] is taken into consideration. That is to say, for a specific task, it can only be processed in some specific processors. In our work, we investigate a resource allocation problem for bag-of-tasks in heterogeneous distributed system when the processors have off-line time. The major contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
• To minimize makespan of the tasks, we establish an optimization model which takes off-line time constraint of processors into consideration.
• A new scheduling algorithm referred to as sortingallocation-pulling (SAP) scheduling algorithm is proposed, which first allocates the tasks in available time segment on proper processors and then pulls them to a suitable available time segment for the sake of minimizing the makespan.
• To solve the optimization model effectively, we design an effective generic algorithm with a novel local search and tailor-made operators.
• An analysis on the effectiveness of the two proposed algorithms on two different sized systems with different numbers of processors and tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the system and task description, and establishes the optimization model. The new scheduling algorithm of SAP is described in section III. To solve the optimization model effectively, we propose a generic algorithm with a novel local search and tailor-made operators in section IV. Section V presents simulation results to evaluate the algorithms. The paper is concluded with a summary and future work in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM AND TASK DESCRIPTION
For the problem considered, the heterogeneous distributed system has N + 1 processors including a master processor and N slave processors. P 0 denotes the master processor, and the slave processors are denoted by P = {P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P N }. Each slave processor P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) is associated with a speed index w i , which is the time taken to process a unit workload on processor P i . Slave processor is the most basic processing unit in our research. Since some reasons, such as shutdown or termly maintenance requirements, slave processors have some off-line time. , and m i is the number of available time segment for processor P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ). To understand easily, the processors' time diagram is shown in Fig.1 . As shown in Fig.1 , there are some off-line time on each processor. That is to say, we cannot allocate some tasks on the off-line time.
In our study, the bag-of-tasks are investigated. That is to say, all the tasks are independent. The task set includes N τ independent tasks and the i th (1 ≤ i ≤ N τ ) task is denoted by τ i . As in the previous work [17] , these bag-of-tasks have different computing requirements, and we assume that each task can only be processed by some specific processors. i is a set of the processors that τ i can allocated to, and τ σ i is the workload of the task. Following the previous studies [11] , [22] , we assume that the workload of task τ σ i is known after a task arrives according to the prediction mechanisms such as code profiling and statistical prediction. Following prior works [27] , [32] , [43] , we assume that the bag-of-tasks are computation-intensive. That is to say, the time consuming of task data transmission does not influence much on the completion time and hence it can be negligible.
B. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The task scheduling problem investigated in this paper is to schedule all the N τ tasks to the proper available time segments of N processors in the heterogeneous distributed system with the purpose of minimizing the makespan of the tasks. Then, we will give the optimization modeling of the problem. = (θ k ij ) N τ ×N ×m j is a binary matrix, where θ k ij = 1 if and only if task τ i is assigned to the k th available time segment of processor P j , otherwise θ k ij = 0. Makespan is the latest processing finish time of processor of all the processors. If T i denotes the processing finish time of processor P i , the makespan T of the tasks can be denoted by
From formula (1), we can see that the processing finish time of each processor should be calculated. For a specific processor P i , its processing time diagram is shown in Fig.2 .
In the processing time diagram of processor P i , it shows that the processing finish time of processor P i is determined by the last available time segment which has tasks assigned to. If l i denote the last available time segment which has tasks assigned of processor P i , and δ l i i is a set of tasks assigned to l th i available time segment respectively, the processing finish time of processor P i can be calculated by
Then, we can rewrite formula (1), as
Since each processor P i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) has off-line time, the processing time of tasks that assigned to s-th segment should not be greater than the available time. If the task set assigned to s-th (1 ≤ s ≤ m i ) available time segment on processor P i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is denoted by δ s i , the following constraint should be satisfied
The objective of scheduling bag-of-tasks in heterogeneous systems is to minimize the makespan T . It can be seen from Eq.(3) that the processing finish time of processor P i only depends on the processing time of the last available time segment which has tasks assigned to. Thus the bag-of-tasks scheduling problem in heterogeneous distributed systems can be modeled as determining the tasks distributed to processors so that the makespan is minimized, i.e. an optimization model for scheduling bag-of-tasks with the processors have off-line time considered in heterogeneous distributed systems can be set up as
Constraint (a) expresses that all the tasks should be distributed to the processors and completed. Constraint (b) presents that a task can only assigned to one processor. Constraint (c) demonstrates that the processing time of the tasks assigned to the available time segment should be less or equal to the available time. Constraint (d) ensures that the task should be assigned to the processor which can process the task. To solve this global optimization model, an algorithm referred to as sorting-allocation-pulling (SAP) scheduling algorithm and generic algorithm with a local research strategy are proposed. The algorithm referred to as sorting-allocationpulling (SAP) scheduling algorithm will be described in section III, and the generic algorithm proposed will be given in section IV.
III. PROPOSED SAP ALGORITHM A. THE ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK
In this section, we consider the task scheduling problem with off-line time of the processors and propose the SAP algorithm. For the sake of understanding the algorithm macroscopically, the framework of the scheduling algorithm is presented before presenting the detailed steps of the algorithm. The sorting-allocation-pulling (SAP) scheduling algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Step 1 is to sort all the tasks
Step 3 to step 8 allocate the tasks to available time segments on processors. For minimizing the makespan, step 10 to step 25 are used to pull the task to a available time segment before the segment which allocated to.
B. DESCENDING ORDER
In the algorithm of SAP, we first sort the tasks in descending order according to the workloads of tasks. We will explain why we choose descending order as follows:
Case 1: As shown in Fig.3 , suppose two tasks τ i and τ j are all allocated to processor P k , and the workloads of tasks τ i and τ j satisfy τ σ i < τ σ j . In addition, both tasks τ i
Algorithm 1
The algorithm framework of SAP Input:
Output: a schedule scheme; 1 Put all the tasks into a task queue TQ, and sort them in an descending order according to the workload τ σ i of tasks τ i (i = 1, · · · , N τ ); 2 Allocation: 3 while TQ is not empty do 4 Take out the first task in TQ, and denote it as τ head ;
5
Select a processor P head in head to make the current processing finish time is minimum; 12 %l is the last segment of available time segment which has tasks allocated to.
13
Put all the tasks which allocate to l th segment into a task queue subTQ l , and sort them in an descending order according to the workloads; and τ j can executed in the first available time segment on processor P k respectively, but τ i and τ j cannot executed in the first available time segment simultaneously. As shown in Fig.3(b) , if τ i executed before τ j , we should allocate τ i to the first available time segment and allocate the τ j to the second segment. So, the makespan of the two tasks is
As shown in Fig.3(d) and Fig.3(e) , tasks τ i and τ j can be executed in the first available time segment on processor P k simultaneous. If τ i executed before τ j as shown in Fig.3(d) , the makespan of the two tasks is 
Similarly, the makespan of the two tasks is Fig.3(e) . So, we can obtain T a k = T b k . From the above discussion, we can know that allocation order will effect the makespan of the tasks. If the larger task is allocated first, the makespan of tasks will equal to or shorter than that obtained by smaller workload task being allocated first.
C. PROCESSOR SELECTION IN ALLOCATION
When the task queue TQ is not empty, the first task in TQ is taken out and allocated to the processor. Since the objective is to minimize the makespan of the tasks, so we must allocate the task to a processor that can make the processing finish time is minimum. In our work, the processor that task τ i should be allocated to is determine by
where P np is the candidate processor in processors set i that the task τ i can be allocated to, and P np proper is the proper processor determined. Eq.(6) is to find the set i that the task τ i can be allocated to in i . The processors in i should satisfy two conditions: (1) the processors should be in the set i . (2) At least a available time segment, which can execute the task τ i punctually, exists.
D. SEGMENT SELECTION IN ALLOCATION
After a proper processor determined, we should allocate task τ i to an optimal available time segment on processor P np . An excellent strategy that allocates task to an available time segment will help to minimize makespan of the tasks. We use Eq. (8) and Eq.(9) to determine which segment task τ i should 
Eq. (8) is used to find some available time segments that can complete task τ i in time on processor P np . For the sake of decreasing time debris which cannot complete any task in time, the shortest time segment in NS is selected. There are two tasks τ 1 and τ 2 allocated on processor P k , and τ σ 1 > τ σ 2 . τ 1 can completed in segment 1 and 2, and τ 2 can completed in segment 2 and 3. Because the tasks in task queue TQ are sorted in descending order according to workloads, τ 1 is allocated before τ 2 . For τ 1 , since
, so τ 1 is allocated to segment 1 according to Eq.(9) as shown in Fig.4(b) . Though segment 2 can complete τ 2 in time and segment 2 is before segment 3, we can see that τ 2 is allocated to segment 3 from Fig.4(c) . This strategy can help to decrease time debris and increase the utilization of the available time segment.
E. THE STRATEGY OF PULLING
After the process of allocation, all the tasks are allocated to the available time segments on processors. However, some available time segments are exit because the strategy that described in section III-D. As shown in Fig.5(a) , τ i is allocated to (j + 1) th available time segment of processor P k , so the processing finish time of P k is T k = c j+1 k + τ σ i w k . Since the j th available time segment can complete task τ i in time, we can pull task τ i from (j + 1) th available time segment to j th available time segment as shown in Fig.5(b) . So the processing finish time of P k can be denoted as T k = c j k + τ σ i w k . T k < T k can be obtained intuitively. So, the strategy of pulling tasks to another available time segment can decrease the processing finish time of processors. For the sake of decreasing the processing time of the processors as much as possible, we should solve following two problems:(1)which task should be pulled to the objective segment? (2) which segment should be selected as the objective segment? These two issues will be tackled in section III-E1 and section III-E2. 
1) SELECTION OF OBJECTIVE TASK
In this paper, we investigate the bag-of-tasks scheduling problem, and the objective of scheduling algorithm is to minimize makespan of the tasks. The makepan of the tasks is determined by the processing finish time of all processors in the heterogeneous computing system. From Eq.(2), we can see that the processing finish time T i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) depends on the tasks completed time in last available time segment l i which has tasks allocated to. Suppose SubQ l i is the tasks set which allocate to the last available time segment l. Eq.(10) is used to determine which task should be pulled to another available time segment.
2) SELECTION OF OBJECTIVE SEGMENT
To decrease the processing finish time of processors, in this section, we will determine which segment should be selected as the objective segment. For the sake of guaranting the task τ nt completed in time, the segment ns pro is selected according to Eq.(11). 
The strategy of pulling task to another segment can decrease processing finish time as much as possible. First, the task τ nt pro with the largest workload is selected according to Eq.(10), and an available time segment ns pro is selected according to Eq. (11) . If ns pro = ∅, let SubQ l i = SubQ l i \ τ nt pro , and then another task τ nt pro is selected according to Eq.(10). If ns pro = ∅, We pull the task τ nt pro from segment l to the segment ns prop .
An example is presented in Fig.6 . Task τ a and τ b are allocated to the l th i available time segment, and τ σ a > τ σ b . First, τ a and τ b are put into subQ l i . According to Eq.(10), task τ a is selected as the objective task. The i th segment is selected as the objective segment according to Eq.(11). Then, we pull τ a to i th segment and update c i k = c i k + τ σ a w k . Since ns pro = ∅, we can select task τ b and j th segment as the objective task and objective segment respectively. Then, task τ b is pulled to j th segment and update c 
IV. GA FOR BOT SCHEDULING
Task scheduling is an NP hard problem in the well-known hardest combinatorial optimization problems. GAs(Generic algorithms, GAs), which were invented by John Holland [15] , have demonstrated their potential in solving many NP hard realistic application problems such as Control and Decision, image processing, and machine learning, etc [8] , [21] , [26] , [35] , [48] . In this paper, a GA is designed to solve the task scheduling optimization model proposed in section II.
A. ENCODING AND POPULATION INITIALIZATION
Based on the characteristics of this optimization model for bag-of-tasks scheduling problem, the integer array encoding scheme is adopted. An array C 2×N τ = (c ij ) 2×N τ is used to represent a list of 2 × N τ elements, called chromosome. For a specific task
We can obtain the initial population Pop of generic
Algorithm 3 Mutation Operator
1 C = C; 2 Two random integers i, j(i < j) are generated; 3 for k = i to j do 4 Let n p = i + j − k; 
B. MUTATION OPERATOR
Suppose that the chromosome C = (c ij ) 2×N τ is chosen to take part in mutation, and the offspring C = (c ij ) 2×N τ is obtained by the mutation as shown in algorithm 3. (12) where P np (np ∈ i ) are the processors which have tasks allocated to and ns is the available time segment on processor P np . Eq. (12) is used to search the best processor P np best and available time segment ns better on processor P np best for tasks τ i to make the maximum processing finish time of all processors in i is minimized.
C. LOCAL SEARCH
In this paper, a local search operator, which can accelerate the convergence and enhance the searching ability of the proposed algorithm, is designed. If the local search operator is applied to the chromosome C = (c ij ) 2×N τ , the offspring C = (c ij ) 2×N τ is obtained by local search operator as shown in algorithm 4.
ns better = arg min ns max 1≤ns≤m np T np (13) where P np is the processor that the tasks are allocated to. Eq. (13) is used to search a better available time segment ns better in processor P np .
D. MODIFIED OPERATOR
For the sake of accelerating the convergence of genetic algorithm and minimizing makespan of the tasks, a modified operator is designed. The pseudocode of the modified operator
Algorithm 4 Local Search Operator
Input:
Calculate ns better by Eq. (13) i is the set of tasks allocated to j th available time segment of processor P i , and the tasks are sorted in descending order according to workloads; 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
As there is no algorithm available in the literature for scheduling bag of tasks in heterogeneous system with off-line time segment constraints. To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithms, we compare the proposed two algorithms with other two algorithms, which are proposed in literature [6] (briefly CBS3M_EDF_ROFF)and literature [39] (briefly H2ACO). The two compared algorithms can be modified to suit for the problem of this work investigated. Several experiments on these two algorithms are conducted and the results are presented in this section. In section V-A, the parameters used in the algorithms will be given. Experimental results are presented in section V-B and section V-C. Finally, the experimental results are analyzed in section V-D.
A. PARAMETERS VALUE 1) TASKS PARAMETERS
In this paper, we investigate the bag-of-tasks(BoT) scheduling problem in heterogeneous distributed system. In small VOLUME 7, 2019 simulation system, the workload ranges from 500 to 6000, and the tasks number N τ varies between 50 and 500. Similarly, in large simulation system, N τ varies between 1000 and 10000, and the workload ranges from 1000 to 12000. Six groups experiments are conducted in small and large systems, respectively. In addition, for each task τ i (1 ≤ i ≤ N τ ), a set i of the processors, which process task τ i , is generated as follow: a random number n r is generated in (0, 1] , and set the cardinality of i as n pro = n r N . Then, n pro processors are selected in P randomly and they form the set i , where P is the set of all processors.
2) SYSTEM PARAMETERS
For the heterogeneous simulation system, we adopt 20 and 200 heterogeneous slave processors in small simulation system and large simulation system respectively. The time consuming for unit workload w i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) of processor P i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) in the heterogeneous distributed system is referred to Shang [28] . The available time segment m i on processor P i is generated randomly in [5] and [20] . The length of k th (1 ≤ k < m i ) available time segment on P i is generated randomly in
i can equal to +∞, that is to say, the processor P i can process tasks all the time in m th i available time segment.
3) GENETIC ALGORITHM PARAMETERS
In this paper, GA denotes the algorithm of genetic algorithm without local search operator and modified operator, and genetic algorithm with local search and modified operator denoted as GALM. Similarly, GAL and GAM are indicated as the genetic algorithm with local search and modified operator respectively. In the algorithm of GA, GAL, GAM and GALM, the following parameters are chosen: population size Pop size = 100, crossover probability p c = 0.8, mutation probability p m = 0.05, elitist number E = 5 and maximum iterations G max = N τ . Since the concept of neighborhoods of a individual is employed, neighbor size T = 10 in our experiments.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN SMALL SIMULATION SYSTEM
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheduling algorithm, in this sub-section, we present a performance evaluation study in small simulation system. First, we evaluate the makespans of the five algorithms (SAP, GA, GAL, GAM, GALM) and two compared algorithms (CBS3M_EDF_ROFF and H2ACO) for various task numbers (N τ ) and workloads in Fig.7(a) to Fig.7(f) .
To evaluate the efficiency of GA, GAL, GAM and GALM, convergence results of the four algorithms are shown in Fig.8(a) to Fig.8(d) . In these experiments, a specific number of task N τ = 50 is selected, and the maximum iterations are set to G max = 1000 in every group of experiments. To evaluate the robustness of the four algorithms (GA, GAL, GAM and GALM), every algorithm is executed 30 times independently. In these experiments, the workload is uniformly distributed in [1000 5000], and the number of tasks ranges from 50 to 500. The statistics results of the four algorithms are shown in Fig.12(a) to Fig.12(d) respectively using Box-whisker Plot.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN LARGE SIMULATION SYSTEM
Similar to the small simulation system, makespan, convergence and robustness of the proposed algorithms and two compared algorithms are evaluated with various task numbers (N τ ) and workload. The makespans obtained by the five algorithms in large simulation system are shown in Fig.10(a) to Fig.10(f) .
To evaluate the efficiency of GA, GAL, GAM and GALM in large simulation system, convergence results of the four algorithms are shown in Fig.8(a) to Fig.8(d) . In these experiments, a specific number of tasks N τ = 1000 is selected, and the maximum iterations G max = 10000 in every group of experiments.
Similar to the small simulation system, robustness of the four algorithms (GA, GAL, GAM and GALM) in large simulation system is evaluated, every algorithm is executed 30 times independently. In these experiments, the workload is uniformly distributed in [1000 10000], and the number of tasks ranges from 1000 to 10000. The statistics results of the four algorithms are shown in Fig.12(a) to Fig.12(d) respectively using Box-whisker Plot.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The experiments are conducted in two simulation systems, i.e, the small simulation system and the large simulation system, with various numbers of tasks and workloads. The makespans obtained by the proposed algorithms (SAP, GA, GAL, GAM, GALM) and compared algorithms (CBS3M_EDF_ROFF and H2ACO) are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.10 . From Fig.7 and Fig.10 , we can see that makespan obtained by proposed algorithms are smaller than that obtained by the compared algorithms. In addition, we can see that makespan obtained by SAP is shorter than those by GA, GAL, GAM and GALM when task number is small, and that makespan obtained by SAP is longer than those by other four algorithms when task number is large. Since the information of un-scheduled tasks has not been considered, the procedure of processor determination will result in a bad scheduling strategy in SAP algorithm. What is more, SAP algorithm first the tasks according to their workloads, and the task with a large workload will be scheduled preferentially, which also makes the scheduling algorithm with a low efficiency and easily trapping in a local optimal solution when task number is large. However, GA, GAL, GAM and GALM can obtain a better scheduling strategy according to all the information and the state of the processors. Since local search operator and modified operator are tailor-made, both of them are conducive to increasing the diversity of solutions and searching a local optimal solution in search space. So, GAL and GAM can convergent to a better solution than GA. That is to say, makespan obtained by GAL and GAM both are shorter than that obtained by GA. GALM is a algorithm that local search and modified operator are added into GA. So, makespan obtained by GALM is shortest. However, GAL is hard to tell from GAM. Because local search operator and modified operator both are search a local optimal solution by changing scheduling scheme of a task. As shown in the Fig.7 and Fig.10 , we can see that makespan obtained by GALM is shortest, and makespan obtained by GA is largest among the four algorithms(GA, GAL, GAM and GALM). Makespan obtained by GAL is shorter than that obtained by GAM in some cases. However, the opposite results can be obtained in other cases. In addition, we can see that the different between makespan obtained by SAP and GA are gradual increased with the num of task increased. Similarly, the same conclusion can be obtained in large similar system.
In addition, convergence of proposed four algorithms including GA, GAL, GAM and GALM are investigated in small simulation system and large simulation system. In this paper, we design a local search operator and a modify operator, and the two optimization algorithms referred as GAL and GAM. Local search operator and modified operator are conducive to increasing the diversity of the solutions and searching a local optimal solution in search space. On the one hand, local search operator can generate a better offspring than its parent individual by changing the value of a gene. On the other hand, modified operator can also decrease the processing finish time of a processor as much as possible. For a specific generation, the offsprings obtained by local search operator and modified operator will have better fitness than their parents. So, GAL and GAM can convergent to global optimal solution quickly. That is to say, GAL and GAM have a higher convergent speed than GA. However, we cannot tell good or bad for GAL and GAM. As we can see in the experimental results, GAL is better than GAM in some cases, and GAM is better than GAL in others case. Because local search operator and modified operator are both searching a local optimal solution by changing scheduling scheme of a task. GALM is a algorithm that comprise of GA, local search operator and modified operator. So, it can convergent to a global optimal solution as fast as possible. As shown in the Fig.7 and Fig.10 , GALM has a highest convergent speed among the four algorithms (GA, GAL, GAM and GALM), and the convergent speed of GA is lowest.
What is more, the robustness of the four algorithms are investigated in small simulation system and large simulation system. Fig.9(a) to Fig.9(d) give the robustness of GA, GAL, GAM and GALM in small simulation system for various task number. The robustness of the four algorithms in large simulation system for various task number is shown in Fig.12(a) to Fig.12(d) . From the figures, we can see that the four algorithms have a high robustness for various task number. With increasing of the tasks and processors, much more local optimal solutions exit. So, in small simulation system, the robustness of the algorithms are higher when the number of task is smaller, and the robustness will be decreased with the number of task increased. Similarly conclusion can be obtained in large simulation system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate a bag-of-tasks(BoT) scheduling problem with off-line time considered in heterogeneous distributed system. For the sake of minimizing the makespan of the tasks, we establish a mathematical optimization model with the off-line time constrained. we propose two new algorithms: a new scheduling algorithm referred to as sortingallocation-pulling(SAP) scheduling algorithm and a genetic algorithm. In the algorithm of SAP, we first allocate the bag-of-tasks to the available time segment. To reduce the makespan of the tasks, we design a strategy that pulls the tasks to another available time segment. In the genetic, local search operator and modified operator are tailor-made. In the experiments, two simulation systems are employed. Makespan obtained by the five algorithms with various number of tasks and workload are evaluated. In addition, convergence and robustness of GA, GAL, GAM and GALM are evaluated in the two simulation system. Experimental results show that the algorithms proposed are efficient. What is more, the four algorithms of GA, GAL, GAM, GALM can converge to the global optimal solution quickly and have a higher robustness.
